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Abstract—With a number of projects developing vehicular
communication systems, there is rising awareness on threats and
the need to introduce security and privacy-enhancing
mechanisms. With recent results, in principle in agreement
across different major projects, there has been little work on
implementation and demonstration of security and privacyenhancing mechanisms. The contribution of this work is exactly
in this direction: we present a demonstration of our system,
comprising a range of mechanisms, developed to secure vehicular
communications (VC) and enhance the location privacy of the
users of VC systems.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Transportation safety and efficiency are the main driving
forces for the development of vehicular communications (VC),
with vehicles and roadside infrastructure units (RSUs)
equipped with sensors, computers, and radios. Vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) and infrastructure (V2I) communication include
frequent beaconing of vehicle position and warnings on their
condition or the environment. Typical beaconing periods for
each vehicle are in the order of one beacon per 100 ms.
A strong consensus is being formed among authorities,
industry, academia, and standardization bodies on the need to
secure VC systems. This, to defend, for example, against an
attacker that inject beacons with false information, or to collect
vehicle messages and track their locations and infer sensitive
user data. Major efforts to design security and privacy
enhancing solutions for VC are undertaken by the SeVeCom
project, the IEEE 1609 Working Group, as well as the Car-toCar Communication Consortium (C2C-CC) Security Working
Group and the CAMP and VSC projects.
Common to these efforts are: (i) a currently wellunderstood vehicular communication protocol stack, (ii) a
Certification Authority (CA) and public key cryptography to
protect V2V and V2I messages, (iii) requirements including
authentication, integrity, and non-repudiation, and protection of
private user information, (iv) and use of pseudonymity or
pseudonymous authentication (e.g., see [1], [2]).
We briefly describe elements of such a system in Sec. II,
and implementation details of the functionality that will be
demonstrated in Sec. III. The demonstration story and setup are
explained in Sec. IV. Our contribution is, to the best of our

knowledge, the first conference demonstration of security and
privacy for vehicular communications, complemented by
visualizations of simulated scenarios, and a poster with
experimental results.
II.

SECURITY SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Requirements for secure VC systems are available in [3].
We focus primarily on the networked entities of a VC system
here, rather than users. The system comprises nodes (vehicles
and RSUs), and trusted third parties. Certification Authorities
(CAs), instantiating the role of city, state, or country
transportation authorities, are responsible for handling the
long-term identities and cryptographic credentials for all
network nodes in the VC system, forming a hierarchical or
forest structure [2].
The basic approach to secure communication is
pseudonymous authentication: each vehicle (node) is equipped
with multiple certified public keys that do not reveal the node
identity; the vehicle uses one pseudonym at a time and after a
period it abandons it and switches to a new pseudonym. This
way, messages signed under different pseudonyms cannot be
linked. This is so for safety beacons (one-hop broadcast),
relayed, ‘floating data’, and position-based routed messages; in
the latter two cases, signatures from the message originator as
well as the relays can be appended [5]. The pseudonyms can be
obtained a priori or be reloaded, or generated by nodes on the
fly [4]. Here we demonstrate the case with periodically
obtained pseudonyms. In both cases, a communication
transcript, under one or more pseudonyms, can be linked back
to the long-term identity of the node that generated signed
messages under those pseudonyms. Moreover, long- or shortterm credentials can be revoked. This approach, however, is
not needed for RSUs, which have a fixed identity, key, and
certificate.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Our implementation is in the C/C++ programming
language, with cryptographic functions from the OpenSSL
library, in Linux boxes. We follow a modular approach for an
easy integration into other systems. There are three modules:
Application, Security and Network and the communication
between them is via sockets. While the security module is
stand-alone, its implementation is transparent to the other
modules, which should only be aware of the communication
interfaces between them. Figure 1 illustrates this division. The
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security module includes the following functionality:
management of long- and short- term certificates and keys,
generation of signed messages, verification of received
signatures (including checking revocation status), and
interactions with the protocol stack that relate to security and
privacy (including optimizations on the security overhead [6],
and communication-imposed constraints).

•

Violation of access control policies; injection of
messages the vehicle is not authorized to send (e.g. acting
as a RSU, a bus, or a police car)
• Replay and neighborhood discovery attacks [7]
• Vehicle tracing by a subset of rogue RSUs
When an event occurs, a message is displayed in the status
bar of the window and cars involved in the event change
colors. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the simulator window.

Figure 1. Illustration of implementation modules.
When the application needs to send data to the network, it
passes the data to the security module. Security headers are
added and the newly formed packet is sent to the network
module, which in turn transmits the packet across the data-link.
When receiving a packet from the network, the reverse path is
taken; the security module passes only validated messages to
the application.
IV.

DEMONSTRATION SETUP AND STORY-LINE

This demo shows how security could be implemented and
integrated with VC systems, running on a few machines with a
simulator used for visualization. Vehicle to vehicle, vehicle to
RSU, and vehicle to CA and Pseudonym Provider
communication (via an RSU) are demonstrated. Laptops
communicating across a wireless interface are used. The
overall setup is shown in Figure 2. Laptop A will play the role
of the RSU connecting laptop B to trusted third parties, running
locally and remotely. After this bootstrapping phase, laptop A
will change its role and he will act as a vehicle or RSU. During
all this communication, console messages will display detailed
information on what happens.

Figure 3. Screenshot from visualization of security and
privacy-related events with the GrooveNet simulator.
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